98 ford ranger dash lights

One of the lights in the instrument cluster of my '98 ranger burnt out and rather than shell out
money to buy incandescent I decided to try my hand at creating and installing LED's. First I had
to disassemble my dashboard to determine what type of light I was replacing, and then I
modified some 10mm LED's to fit into the socket. This instructable only covers how to change
the lights. I plan on doing another showing how I made the LED's. Remove the radio by
inserting the radio removal tool or allen wrenches in the two small holes on either side of the
radio. Then push the tool out as you pull on the radio. It may help to push on the radio prior to
pulling to relieve tension on the spring clips. I only had one of the radio removal tools, so I used
two smaller allen wrenches that had a ball on the end. Once you have removed the two bolts,
there will be four clips holding the faceplate. Pull on the faceplate and it should pop right off. If
it sticks you may need to reach behind and apply more direct pressure around the clip to get it
to pop out. Once you have removed the faceplate disconnect the wiring harnesses. To remove
the plastic shinguard there are 4 screws on the bottom. After all four screws are removed, pull
straight back to release the clips at the top. The metal shinguard is covering two of the bolts
that hold the plastic shroud surrounding the instrument cluster. Two are on the bottom and
should have been exposed by loosening the metal guard. The other three are on the top portion
of the shroud and should be visible as you are driving. Once the bolts are removed there will be
5 clips holding the shroud they are on the edges and easily released. Removing the shroud
itself, however, is no small feat. To accomplish this tilt the steering wheel all the way down and,
ensuring that your parking brake is set, shift all the way to first gear. This will allow you to
manipulate the shroud out of the way. The wiring harness for the lights will be connected to this
piece, you can disconnect it if you wish but it's easier to check your work if you just let it
dangle. You will probably want an extension for your ratchet to make things easier Once you
have removed the bolts you will need to tilt the instrument cluster back so that you can remove
the gear selector indicator. This is kind of tricky because one tab needs pushed in and one
needs pushed up and then you need to pull on the cable to release the assembly. I used a knife
and a pen cap because they were handy, but 2 small screwdrivers would work. I hope the
picture helps because it was a pain to try and capture. I had to rest it on the steering wheel and
press the button with a pen that I had in my mouth. There are 3 wiring harnesses on the back of
the instrument panel, disconnect these and it will be free. All three wiring harnesses have
different dimensions so don't worry about getting them swapped. Now all you have to do is
change the lights out and reassemble. There are 6 large and 12 smaller lights, simply twist the
socket counter-clockwise to remove. When you are reassembling take your time and make sure
you have reconnected everything and don't strip the bolts. Also, make sure that the clips line up
with the socket before tightening any bolts. Good Luck. Looking at the back of the instrument
cluster, how would I get different colored LEDs in there? Say I want the gauge needles to light
up blue, along with the miles, and the rest that is stock green to be just white? You actually
don't need those special removal tools, I found, as you just remove the entire black faceplate
first via the bolts underneath, pull the whole thing out, then push the radio through. I was
thinking about doing this to my 93 ranger that im kinda restoring. Reply 11 years ago on Step 9.
How does this work? Most of the tan ones appear to be where warning lights are. The grey ones
seem to be located by the gauges, are they removeable? Reply 11 years ago on Introduction.
The black provide illumination. The tan are the warning lights. I didn't mess with the gray metal
tabs I assume they hold everything together. By beta Follow. More by the author:. Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! BrandonL 4 years ago. Reply Upvote. TacticalTrumpet 4
years ago. Great guide, I've been looking for a clear set of instructions so I can do this for my
Ranger :. What voltage do those lights run on? Did you need to put a resistor on every LED?
The following links will help you comparison shop for the headlight switch on your Ford F, F,
and Expedition:. If you have already checked fuse 18 and this bad boy gets blown every time
you turn on the headlights, then skip this test step and start at: TEST 3: Bypassing The
Instrument Panel Dimmer Switch. Fuse 18 feeds battery power to the instrument panel IP
illumination lamps circuit. Turn on the headlights. If all is OK in the circuit, the fuse should not
get blown. This is the correct and expected test result. The next step is to make sure that the 18
fuse has battery power coming from the dimmer switch inside the headlight switch. The next
step is to see if the dimmer switch itself has fried internally and is causing the fuse to get
blown. Ignition System Wiring Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. This material may not be reproduced
without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4. Contents of this tutorial:. Applies To:.
Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. The Ford
Ranger is now on its forth generation Mk 4. Depending on which version you have, new Ranger

features a digital or analogue instrument panel. The warning lights also apply to the previous
generation 3 Mk 3 model. Some lights illuminate when you start your vehicle to make sure they
work. If any warning light stay on or come on when driving, check the list below to find out what
they mean and what you should do. The Ranger ABS anti-lock braking system warning light
comes on temporarily at engine startup. If it stays on or comes on as you're driving, ABS may
be disabled. Note: Normal brakes will continue to operate as usual but without the benefits of
ABS. Have your vehicle checked by a Ford workshop as soon as possible. Blind Spot Monitor
The blind spot monitor system is designed to detect vehicles that may have entered the blind
spot zone - the area where vehicles cannot be seen in your side mirrors. When a vehicle is
detected, a warning light illuminates in the side mirror of the affected side. The Ford Ranger
blind spot monitor light comes on when the system is turned off. Sensors are located in the tail
lights on both sides of the vehicle. Battery The Ford Ranger battery warning light illuminates
when a fault has been detected with the battery charging system. To prolong engine activity,
turn off any electrical draining devices that are not essential. Ensure the parking brake is fully
released. Immediately check brake fluid levels and add Ford recommended brake fluid if
required. This is dangerous due to a significant decrease in braking performance that may
occur. It may take much longer to stop the vehicle. Have vehicle checked immediately by a Ford
workshop. Automatic High Beam The Ranger automatic headlights turns on high beams if it is
dark enough and when no other traffic is present. The Ford Ranger automatic headlights
warning light comes on when high beams are activated. If the view of the camera is obscured,
the system may not operate correctly - a message may display on the dashboard panel. Clean
the windshield. Auto Start Stop The Ford Ranger auto start stop dashboard light illuminates
when the engine has automatically stopped. The light flashes when the engine needs to restart.
The indicator is shown with a strike through the symbol if the system is not available. If you are
having problems with the start stop system, see Ford Ranger auto start stop not working to find
possible reasons why. Electronic Locking Differential Electronic locking differential can help to
provide additional traction if the vehicle becomes stuck by allowing the rear wheels to turn at
the same time. The Ford Ranger electronic locking differential light illuminates when the system
has been activated. Engine Coolant Temperature The engine coolant temperature warning light
illuminating when the Ford Ranger is moving indicates the engine is overheating. As soon as
it's safely possible, pull off the road, stop and switch off the engine. Continual driving is likely
to result in engine damage. Allow several minutes for the engine to cool and once cool, check
coolant levels. If coolant level is normal, this indicates engine cooling system failure. Avoid
driving and contact a Ford workshop. Hill Descent This warning light illuminates when the Ford
Ranger hill descent has been activated. Airbag Warning Light The airbag warning light on the
Ford Ranger should as a system check come on briefly as the ignition is set to on or when the
engine has started. It should then go out after a few seconds. If the light stays on, flashes, or
fails to come on at all, it indicates a malfunction in the airbag system. Check Engine Warning
Light The Ford Ranger service engine soon warning light is a fault light often referred to as the
check engine light. This light comes on briefly and if all is operating correctly, goes out as the
engine starts. If the light comes on whilst driving, the vehicle diagnostics system has detected a
malfunction. This is often a fault in the emission control system. If the warning light flashes, an
engine misfire may occur leading to very high exhaust gas temperatures. This can cause
damage to vehicle components. Avoid hard acceleration and drive at a moderate speed. If the
light keeps flashing, have vehicle checked as soon as possible. It's advisable to stop as soon as
possible and check pressures or change for the spare wheel. If this warning light flashes for
around 1 minute then remains on continuously, this indicates a fault with the monitoring
system. Oil Pressure The Ford Ranger oil warning light comes on briefly as the ignition is
switched on and goes out when the engine has started. If the oil warning light comes on when
driving, it indicates a possible malfunction with the engine lubrication system. It's important to
act swiftly as severe damage may occur. Stop as soon as possible and turn off the engine.
Check oil levels using the dip stick. Add engine oil if required ensuring you do not exceed the
MAX. If when checking oil levels they are normal and within the MIN. The ESP will come on
steady or flash. Steady: A fault has been detected within the ESP system. This is often a sensor
malfunction - typically an ABS issue as they share the same sensors. Flash: ESP is actively
engaged and attempting to stabilize the vehicle. Holding the button for 5 or more seconds will
disable the entire system. When stability control is manually switched off, a warning light
illuminates. A Ford Ranger powertrain warning light includes anything from engine faults,
transmission faults and driveshaft, differentials and axles fault. If the powertain light
illuminates, you may notice reduced power. Often referred to as 'limp mode', this is a software
safety system that is implemented automatically to help protect vehicle components from
damage by reducing performance. This will localize the fault. For certain models of the Ford

Ranger, the powertrain fault light will be displayed as a cog and exclamation mark. If this
warning light flashes, reduce speed and avoid pushing the engine hard. Turn off the engine and
attempt to restart. If the warning lights remain on, contact a Ford workshop. Immobiliser The car
and lock light is the Ford Ranger immobiliser warning light. This light will flash if the key is
removed from the ignition or a wrong key is inserted. Change Oil The oil can and spanner
warning light on the Ford Ranger applied only to diesel versions and is indicating that the
engine oil requires changing due to a high level build up of soot within the engine oil. Continual
driving without changing the oil over time may result in engine lubrication problems. Water in
Fuel Ford diesel versions of the Ford Ranger, the water-in-fuel light fuel filter warning light will
come on if there is excess water in the fuel filter. This requires draining immediately to avoid
faults occurring. The fuel filter is located passenger cabin side of the battery and just to the left
of the engine junction box. Switch the ignition off. Connect and secure a suitable hose on the
filter drain plug which is located at the underside of the filter. Use a suitable container to drain
the fluid into as diesel will also expel from the filter. Loosen the drain plug by around 1. The
drain plug is located under the filter. Switch the ignition on to activate the in-tank pump. Drain
the water till it is replaced by a clean diesel fuel. Tighten the drain plug and remove the hose.
Start the engine and check for leaks. The warning light should now go off. This is often done
automatically, but if you frequently travel only short journeys, the DPF may require driver input
to help the cleaning regeneration process. This helps with the cleaning process. When the DPF
cleaning process is complete, the warning light will go out. If the warning light remains on, try
the cleaning process again. If still the light remains on or begins flashing, have the vehicle
checked immediately. Drive with caution. Glow Plugs The Ford Ranger glow plugs warning light
comes on diesel versions of the Ranger dashboard when the ignition is switched on and goes
out when the engine is ready to start. The starter motor can be used for a maximum of 30
seconds each time. If the glow plug light begins flashing, a fault has been detected. In this
instance, contact a Ford workshop or connect diagnostic equipment to establish fault codes. A
full tank of AdBlue will typically last for around to miles. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser
as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The Ford Ranger ABS
system helps you maintain steering control during emergency stops by keeping the brakes from
locking. Blind Spot Monitor. The blind spot monitor system is designed to detect vehicles that
may have entered the blind spot zone - the area where vehicles cannot be seen in your side
mirrors. The Ford Ranger battery warning light illuminates when a fault has been detected with
the battery charging system. Automatic High Beam. The Ranger automatic headlights turns on
high beams if it is dark enough and when no other traffic is present. Auto Start Stop. The Ford
Ranger auto start stop dashboard light illuminates when the engine has automatically stopped.
Electronic Locking Differential. Electronic locking differential can help to provide additional
traction if the vehicle becomes stuck by allowing the rear wheels to turn at the same time. Low
Beam Malfunction. Engine Coolant Temperature. The engine coolant temperature warning light
illuminating when the Ford Ranger is moving indicates the engine is overheating. Hill Descent.
This warning light illuminates when the Ford Ranger hill descent has been activated. Airbag
Warning Light. The airbag warning light on the Ford Ranger should as a system check come on
briefly as the ignition is set to on or when the engine has started. Check Engine Warning Light.
The Ford Ranger service engine soon warning light is a fault light often referred to as the check
engine light. The tyre pressure monitoring system on the Ford Ranger alerts the driver that one
or more tyres have become significantly deflated when the warning light comes on. Oil
Pressure. The Ford Ranger oil warning light comes on briefly as the ignition is switched on and
goes out when the engine has started. ESP Warning Light. The Ford Ranger spanner warning
light is related to a powertrain, electronic throttle control or four-wheel drive malfunction. The

cog warning light powertrain and check engine warning illuminating together requires you to
stop the vehicle as soon as possible. The car and lock light is the Ford Ranger immobiliser
warning light. Change Oil. The oil can and spanner warning light on the Ford Ranger applied
only to diesel versions and is indicating that the engine oil requires changing due to a high level
build up of soot within the engine oil. Water in Fuel. Ford diesel versions of the Ford Ranger, the
water-in-fuel light fuel filter warning light will come on if there is excess water in the fuel filter.
Glow Plugs. The Ford Ranger glow plugs warning light comes on diesel versions of the Ranger
dashboard when the ignition is switched on and goes out when the engine is ready to start. Skip
to main content of results for "ford ranger dash lights". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping.
Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for ford ranger dash lights. Get it as soon as Sat,
Feb FREE Shipping. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Lowest
price in 30 days. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Related searches. N
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